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Amazing. That's all.. I'm really enjoying Surviving Mars and can't wait to get Green Planet and Project Laika. If they release a
new season pass for any future updates, I'll definitely get that, too.. All The Reviews That Say That There Is Not Enough
Content / We Haven't Got What We Were Promised Are False.. Includes: - Space Race - Marsvision Song Context - Colony
Design Pack - Green Planet - Project Laika Good Value for the price asked. The content of the packs varies ofcourse, but i
found all of them to be enjoyable and adding important new features to the game. Green Planet and Laika are still to be released
to this point. However, both also will add features that certainly play a larger role in colonizing mars. Both follow the core idea
and design of the Boardgame Terraforming Mars, which is in my eyes a great game they can adapt a lot more from. If you dont
have any of the packs and like the core gameplay of Surviving Mars, get the season pass right away.
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